Site Security
Henderson Risk Limited plans and implements focused physical security measures
and procedures to protect people, property and business against terrorism, kidnap,
violent crime, theft and other threats within the environment in which they are operating.
HRL provides physical, technical and integrated site
security services to deliver the most efficient solution

■ Remote monitoring of sites through technological
solutions.

to our client’s needs. This can be delivered through a

■ Physical patrolling of sites.

security survey or by establishing a baseline security

■ 24/7 global control centres.

management programme incorporating people,
procedures and hardware that can be built on according

■ Emergency response services.

to the level of assessed risk.
HRL can provide a wide range of layered security solutions
including CCTV and intruder alert systems which are
combined with robust and appropriate fencing and an alert
and responsive guard force to ensure effective access
control, loss prevention and a quick response to any
incident. HRL provides trained and regularly assessed
guards, who are supervised and managed by qualified
security managers. Careful strategic positioning, regular
patrolling and a diligent ‘people approach’ to supervision

BENEFITS
■ Bespoke solutions for each client

and management will ensure that HRL’s site security

■ Cost-effective solutions

offering is effective and proactive.

■ Experienced personnel
■ Local linguistic ability
■ Reliability

SERVICES
■ Provision of trained and accredited security guards.
■ Effective management of our own or a third party’s
man guards.

CONTACT

■ A people-centric approach to security to ensure
effective communication and teamwork.

information on any of the services outlined above then

■ Mobile security teams who can quickly respond to any
incident of any nature.

query or call us on +44 (0) 207 730 5446.

Henderson Risk Limited

If you have any questions or would like to receive more
please e-mail protection@hendersonrisk.com with your

10 Fenchurch Avenue London EC3M 5BN
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